YOUNG PEOPLE’S STRING PROGRAM
34TH ANNUAL HALLOWEEN CONCERT

Ahreum Kim, co-director, upper strings
Alicia Ward, co-director, lower strings
Yoon Young Bae, associate director, upper strings and Howard County liaison
Hyun Ji Choi, associate director, lower strings

Sunday, October 31, 2021 • 1:00 pm
Miriam A. Friedberg Concert Hall

YPSP CELLO GROUPS

Léo Delibes (1836–1891)
arranged by Christian Tremblay
Lakmé

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840–1893)
Chanson Triste

Rick Mooney
I Was a Teenage Monster

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685–1750)
Minuet No. 2

Folk Song, Democratic Republic of the Congo
arranged by Therese M. Volk
Lande Ngombele

Caroline Lumsden and Ben Attwood
Casting a Spell

Folk Song
French Folk Song

Edith Otis
King of the Castle

Kathy and David Blackwell
Tiptoe, boo!

Dan and Heidi Goeller
Spooky Spiders

Visit peabody.jhu.edu for faculty biographies and upcoming performances and events.
YPSP VIOLIN AND VIOLA GROUPS

Folk Song
arranged by Shinichi Suzuki
Twinkle Variation A and Theme

Folk Song
*Go Tell Aunt Rhody*

Shinichi Suzuki (1898–1998)
*Allegro*

Johann Sebastian Bach
*Minuet 1*

Edward Huws Jones (1948–2020)
*Hallowe’en*

Traditional
arranged by Hall
*Devil’s Dream*

Traditional
*Ant Song*

Edward Huws Jones
*Hallowe’en*

Shinichi Suzuki
*Allegro*

Johann Sebastian Bach
*Minuet 1*

Niccolò Paganini (1782–1840)
arranged by Shinichi Suzuki
*Witches’ Dance*
Ludwig Mendelssohn (1855–1933)
*Polnisch*

Robert Pracht (1878–1961)
*Hungarian*

Traditional
arranged by Hall
*Devil’s Dream*

Dimitry Kabalevsky (1904–1987)
arranged by Yaakov Geringas
*Clowns*

---

**PREPARATORY STRINGS DEPARTMENT**

Rebecca Henry, Strings Department co-chair, pre-conservatory violin program director

Christian Tremblay, Strings Department co-chair, performance academy for strings director

Daniel Levitov, Strings Department associate chair, lower strings

Elizabeth Adams, Strings Department administrative coordinator

Diana Sánchez, strings communications coordinator and PA/PCVP assistant

Jaclyn Dorr, Tuned-In strings associate director

Hsiao-Ying Lin, accompanist coordinator

---

**FACULTY**

**Cello**
Bai-Chi Chen
Hyun Ji Choi
Jihea Choi
Gretchen Gettes
Ken Kubota
Daniel Levitov
Troy Stuart
Alicia Ward
Zoi Yeh

**Violin and Viola**
Elizabeth Adams
Yoon Young Bae
Libby Bellamy
Andréa Picard Boecker
Madelynn Bohman
Yoon-Mee Chong
Jaclyn Dorr
Mellasenah Edwards
Renate Faulkner
Heather Haughn
Rebecca Henry
Louise Hildreth-Grasso

Amyr Joyner
Ahreum Kim
Sarah Lowenstein
Hana Morford
Lenelle Morse
Lisa Sadowski
Diana Sánchez
Christian Tremblay

**Concert Pianists**
Rung-Jiung Huang
Taylor Wang

**Rehearsal Pianists**
Rung-Jiung Huang
Hyun-Ah Lee
Narae Lee
Seung-Hyun Lee
YoungHye Min
YuChu Teng
Taylor Wang
Wanwan Yang
Seonhyeong Yeo
Xinyu Zhang
Yuelin Zhong
YPSP CELLO

Elias Anderson-Lisi
Lilja Antar-Hines
Zacharie Boecker
Yuna Choi
Francesca Christo
Hanako Dillon
Soren Fritz
Sophia He
Bryce Heo
Anna Holdhoff
Amalia Kaiser
Evan Kim
Penelope Kim
Natalie Lawner
Imogen Levitov
Caleb Link
Troy Massuda
Aria McCloskey
Laura Menezes
Thomas Menezes
Juliet Novacek
Gillian Omron
Nora Omron
John Osgood
Oliver Payne
Aryana Scott
Zahara Shuler
Elyse Sohn
Lucas Sohn
Abigail Suen
Immanuel Tharakan
Alice Tian-Zhang
Louis Tremblay
Abram Vargas
Lily Woods
Helia Wu
Allison Yang
Ryan Zhao

YPSP VIOLIN

Adelina Ackerman
Stephanie Ali
Lucinda Banks
Maia Benitez
Chloé Boecker
Margaret Brantley
Eleanor Carlson
Nia Cavell-Allette
Yasmine Cedars
Annabelle Charles
Alice Chen
Jennifer Chen
Jacob Duong
Aidyn Ellis-Otovo
Katherine Engelke
Adinah Fiterstein
Gaelle France
Mana Gitifoorooz
Yara Gitifoorooz
Samantha Golub
Eli Gorby
Wyn Gorby
Aubrey Guertin
Hazel Haleberry
Alexandra Rose Hamilton
Scarlett Marie Hamilton
Ella Han-Ottens
Sage Hashimoto
Sophia Hashimoto
Aryana Heavner
Eleanor Holdhoff
Gina Hong
Jacob Hwu
Olivia Hylkema
Michael Johnston
Elisabeth Kaiser
Niarah Kane
Iris Kim
Adam Lawner
Danny Lawner
Alexandra Lee
Julia Lee
Olivia Lee
Ara Levitov
Weiming Li
Audrey Lim
Annika Link
Agnes Loper
Elena Maggioni
Daphne Mathioudakis
Nina Mathioudakis
Shea McGowin
Olivia Miller
Sophia Miller
Sloane Mitchell
Anna Mostwin
Emily Na
Noah Benedict Nayar
Charles Nesti
Heidi Nesti
Richard Nesti
Anthony Ni
Karun Pandian
Uma Pandian
Genevieve Payne
Gabe Poulios
Leo Poulios
Caleb Powers
Tobias Powers
Prajna Ranasinghe
Pranya Ranasinghe
Krishna Reddy
Tristan Reddy
Kara Ritterhoff
NaKayla Robinson
Ava Salicru
Anika Sankineni
Maira Sankineni
Micah Seliger
Aadarsh Shah
Aanavi Shah
Arnav Sharma
Leora Shenderov
Helen Shi
Isabella Tanase-Coles
Grace Thornton
Isabella Verde
Andrew Wang
Xiaoxi Wang
Cora Willson
Katherine Yang
Robert Yang
Aarom Yi
Alexis Yi
David Yuan
Ella Zhao
Maxwell Zhong

YPSP VIOLA

Addison Ellis-Otovo
Lila Engelke
Philemon Kuo
Alexandra Lee-Llacer
Lucas Miller
Jayden Moore
Ja’Nasia Natal
Luke Tao
Crystal Xu

Crystal Xu